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Raj Publications, New Delhi, India, 2002. Softcover. Condition: New. Series III quickly establish itself as
the standard resources on 'Kalidasa'-the great master of Ancient Indian drama. Copiously
illustrated with invaluable and rare photographs, this is a bio - bibliographical work that offers a
Wealth of information on this genius, providing almost everything you need to know about the
Classical playwright. His, life, date, legends; synopsis, plots, dramatis personae, critical Insight of
each play. Translations of his dramatic writings in Indian vernaculars and foreign languages bio-
critical and notices in the form of comprehensive bibliography. Two chapters devotes on Kalidasa's
life and works as seen through the eyes of painters, sculptors and cinematographers.Above it, the
encyclopaedia offer historical awareness to the performances of Kalidasa Play over the last two
centuries. An accurate and concise compendium addressed on Sanskritists, students of Drama and
literature, theatre lovers, critics Art historians, even painters and Cinema connoisseurs.Printed
Pages: 335.
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ReviewsReviews

Without doubt, this is actually the best operate by any article writer. Indeed, it can be perform, nonetheless an interesting and amazing literature. Its been
written in an exceedingly straightforward way in fact it is only soon a er i finished reading through this book through which in fact changed me, modify
the way in my opinion.
-- Miss Elissa  K utch V-- Miss Elissa  K utch V

Absolutely essential study pdf. It is one of the most incredible ebook i actually have go through. Its been printed in an exceedingly basic way and it is merely
soon after i finished reading through this ebook where basically altered me, affect the way i think.
-- Da r by Rya n-- Da r by Rya n
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